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GM Transmissions Rebuilt for U.S. Sale by Leading Gearbox Rebuilding
Company

GM transmissions are now rebuilt for sale in the U.S. by the Powertrain Pros company. These
remanufactured units feature automatic and standard edition builds now for sale online.

Lexington, KY (PRWEB) January 15, 2014 -- The auto parts industry is now featuring different technologies
that help to enhance the lifespan of used components in the U.S. The Powertrain Pros is one company
benefiting from these technologies for its transmission inventory for sale. This company is now offering GM
transmissions rebuilt for sale to buyers at http://powertrainpros.com/gm-transmissions-rebuilt.

The builds that are now available for domestic sales includes most of the General Motors family of gearboxes
used in U.S. motor vehicles. The range of production that is now available for the rebuilt units is between 1980
and 2014. The decision to provide the new inventory available was based on customer requests.

The PowertrainPros.com inventory online has been adjusted to reflect all of the units now for sale to buyers.
Some of the units that are now remanufactured includes 4L60E, 4L65E, 4L80, 700R4 and the original turbo
hydra-matic builds. Complete pricing for these units is currently distributed through the automated tools now
listed online.

"Any interested buyer in our remanufactured GM transmissions can receive immediate access to full purchase
price and shipping information using our automated inventory system," said a source at the PowertrainPros.com
company.

The GM transmissions currently for sale are mixed with the additional automaker inventory from U.S.
automakers that exists in the company warehouse. This inventory includes recent builds from Ford, Dodge and
Chrysler to round out the available gearboxes that buyers can select when using the Powertrain Pros company
as a provider.

"All of our rebuilt transmissions include two-year warranties inside the U.S. to further extend the lifespan of
each gearbox after installation," added the source.

The PowertrainPros.com company has modified its rebuilding facility this year. These modifications have
improved the amount of transmissions that can be built for consumer sales. Additional upgrades to the company
facility are expected before the close of the year. The customer support line at 1-888-292-8807 is now available
as a secondary contact source for transmission buyers.

About PowertrainPros.com

The PowertrainPros.com company is one of the leading independent transmission rebuilding companies
operating in the United States. This company specializes in American builds for replacement into vehicles used
in the U.S. The PowertrainPros.com company inventory is discounted below the average dealership costs that
consumers pay when purchasing gearbox replacements. From limited warranty protection to same day
shipments, this company has grown its sales volume over the past year online. The remanufacturing facility this
company uses to supply all transmissions has been upgraded with different technologies this year.
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Contact Information
Heath Feiro
PowertrainPros.com
http://www.powertrainpros.com
+1 (904) 701-4550

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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